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GENERAL This document contains equations for mechanics used in motion control systems. The different user inputs are needed depending on the type of mechanics. In this document these user input names are listed in connection with applications and reductions. The following additional symbol are also used: = angular acceleration [rad/s2] 2 prim = primary angular acceleration [rad/s ] 2 sec = secondary angular acceleration [rad/s ] = angular speed [rad] Moppo = opposing torque [Nm], this can be negative too! M1 = required input torque [Nm] M2 = required secondary torque [Nm] g = gravity constant 9.81 m/s2 The angular speed and the angular acceleration calculations are based on the input values of motion profile.



REDUCTIONS 1.1 Gear/gear The primary and secondary inertias of reduction and coupling are J prim



J sec



Jc



J1



J2 Jc = Coupling inertia [kgm2]



where



J1 = Driver gear Inertia [kgm2] J2 = Driven gear Inertia [kgm2] The ratio of reduction is



i



r2 r1



where



r1 = Driver gear Number of teeth r2 = Driven gear Number of teeth



1.2 Gearbox The primary and secondary inertias of gearbox and coupling are J prim



J sec where



Jc



J gbox



0 Jc = Coupling inertia [kgm2]
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Jgbox = Gearbox inertia [kgm2] Typically a gearbox manufacturer gives just one value of inertia. That inertia is valid at the power input of gearbox. The ratio of reduction is user given i = Gear ratio



1.3 Belt and pulley The primary and secondary inertias of belt and pulley are



J prim



Jc



J sec



J dp



J mp



2 mb Dmp



4



Jc = Coupling inertia [kgm2]



where



Jmp = Driver pulley Inertia [kgm2] Jdp = Driven pulley Inertia [kgm2] mb = Belt mass [kg] The ratio of reduction is i



Ddp Dmp



where



Dmp = Driver pulley Diameter [m] Ddp = Driven pulley Diameter [m]



1.4 Chain and sprocket The primary and secondary inertias of chain and sprocket are



J prim J sec where



Jc



J ms



2 mc Dms 4



J ds Jc = Coupling inertia [kgm2] Jms = Driver sprocket Inertia [kgm2] Jds = Driven sprocket Inertia [kgm2] Dms = Driver sprocket diameter [m] mc = Chain mass [kg]
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The ratio of reduction is



i



rds rms



where



rms = Driver sprocket Number of teeth rds = Driven sprocket Number of teeth



1.5 None There is an option for cases when reduction is not used. 1.6 Torques for all the reduction types For all the reduction types torques are computed with procedure first M 1 then M 1 where



J sec



sec



M2



i M1



sign ( M 1 *



1)



J prim



prim



= Efficiency Efficiency is one of the input fields for all the reductions.



This is the way to make sure the efficiency is handled systematically and with positive torque the full torque is divided by efficiency and with negative torque the magnitude off torque is reduced towards zero.
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MECHANICS 2.1 Conveyor The equivalent inertia of conveyor can be calculated as follows



J



Jc



J mr



J dr



Dmr Ddr



2



J ir



Dmr Dir



2



(ml



2 mb ) Dmr 4



Jc = Coupling inertia [kgm2]



where



Jmr = Driver roller Inertia [kgm2] Jdr = Driven roller Inertia [kgm2] Jir = Idler rollers Inertia [kgm2] Dmr = Driver roller Diameter[m] Ddr = Driven roller Diameter [m] Dir = Idler rollers Diameter [m] ml = Load mass [kg] mb = Belt mass [kg] Required torque consists of accelerating torque, torque for opposing forces and losses. The following equations are used when torques for all four quadrant are calculated. Torques are computed with procedure first M oppo M1



Dmr ml g sin 2 J M oppo



then M 1 where



M1



sign ( M1*



sign ( ) ( (ml



mb ) g



FL )



1)



= Efficiency = Incline angle [deg], = Coefficient of friction FL = Opposing force [N]



Incline angle is angle between conveyor belt and horizontal plane and it shall be limited with UI between [90 ...-90 ]. Opposing force means thrust load acting against the movement of belt.
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2.2 Cylinder Drive Cylinder Drive is universal load type for any application where only rotational movement acts. Total inertia of cylinder drive is J



Jc



Jn Jc = Coupling inertia [kgm2]



where



Jn = Load inertia [kgm2]



Torques are computed with procedure first



M oppo M1



sign( ) Fl J



then M 1



dt 2



M oppo sign ( M1*



M1



where



1)



Fl = Opposing force [N] dl = Conversion diameter [m] = Efficiency



2.3 Lead Screw The equivalent inertia of table and load is calculated as follows



J



Jc



Js



p 1000 2



2



mt



ml



where the following input parameters are needed: Jc = Coupling inertia [kgm2] Js = Lead screw inertia [kgm2] mt = Table mass [kg] ml = Load mass [kg] p = Lead screw pitch [mm]



Torque consists of accelerating torque and torque for opposing forces. Torques are computed with procedure first
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mb g )



1)



mb = Counterbalance mass [kg] = Efficiency = Incline angle [deg] = Coefficient of friction F = Opposing force [N]



Incline angle is angle between lead screw and horizontal plane. The coefficient of friction is for calculation of frictional loss between table and bed or guide bars. 2.4 Rack & Pinion The following equation is used for calculating equivalent inertia of table and load:



J



Jc



Jp



(mr



ml )



D p2 4



Jc = Coupling inertia [kgm2]



where



Jp = Pinion inertia [kgm2] mr = Rack mass [kg] ml = Load mass [kg] Dp = Pinion diameter [m]



Torque consists of accelerating/decelerating torque and torque for opposing forces. Torques are computed with procedure first M oppo M1



D m r ml g sin 2 J M oppo



then M 1 where



M1



sign ( M1*



sign ( ) ( (mr



1)



= Efficiency = Incline angle [deg] = Coefficient of friction



ml ) g cos



Ft )
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Ft = Opposing force [N]



Incline angle is angle between rack and horizontal plane.



2.5 Rotating table The equivalent inertia of rotating table and load J



Jc



Jt



mR 2



Jc = Coupling inertia [kgm2]



where



Jt = Table inertia [kgm2] m = Load mass [kg] R = Load-center distance [m]



The inertia of load depends on the position of load relative to the center of the rotating table. Torques are computed with procedure first M oppo M1



sign( ) F f r J



then M 1



M oppo



M1



where



sign ( M1*



1)



= Efficiency Ff = Opposing force [N] r = Opposing force distance [m]



2.6 User Defined Linear User Defined is universal load type for any application where only linear movement acts.



J



Jc



where



D2 m 4 Jc = Coupling inertia [kgm2] m = Load mass [kg] D = Conversion diameter [m]



Torques are computed with procedure
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M oppo sign ( M1*



M1



where



1)



F = Opposing force [N] = Efficiency = Coefficient of friction



2.7 Feed Roll Equivalent inertia of feed roll system is J



Jc



J df



J pf



2



Ddf



ml Ddf2



D pf



4



Jc = Coupling inertia [kgm2]



where



Jdf = Drive Feed roll Inertia [kgm2] Jpf = Pinch feed roll Inertia [kgm2] Ddf =Drive feed roll Diameter [m] Dpf = Pinch feed roll Diameter [m] ml = Strip mass [kg]



Torques are computed with procedure first



M oppo M1



J



then M 1 where



Ddf



sign( )



2



Fst



F



M oppo M1



sign ( M1*



1)



Fst = Strip tension [N] F = Frictional force [N] = Efficiency



Only positive values are allowed for strip tension and frictional force.
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2.8 Spindle/Winder (not ready yet) The equivalent inertia of winder/unwinder has maximum value when roll diameter is biggest. J w (t )



Jc



J rd



D (t i )



D (t i 1 )



32



l D (t ) 4



Di4



vr t 2 D (t i 1 )



Jc = inertia of coupling [kgm2]



where



Jrd = inertia of reeling drum [kgm2] l = roll length [m] = density [kg/m3] D = roll diameter [m] Di = inside roll diameter [m] r



= line speed = thickness of material



t = ti - ti-1



When the roll needs to be drive at a constant tension then the torque must be altered linearly with diameter. Quadrant 1: motoring, rewinding



T



1



Jw



Fl D (t ) T f



Quadrant 2: braking, rewinding T



Jw



Fl D (t ) T f



Quadrant 3: motoring, unwinding



Quadrant 4: braking, unwinding
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INERTIA CALCULATOR An integrated inertia calculator can be used when the exact inertia of any part (as roller, screw, pulley, sprocket etc) is unknown but dimensions and mass or dimensions and material are known. Solid cylinder The following equation can be used for solid cylinder. JS



m 2 r 2



where



2



l r4



m = mass [kg] r = radius of cylinder l = length [m] = density [kg/m3]



However diameters are more used in practise so input parameter d = 2r could be better. Hollow cylinder The inertia of hollow cylinder is JS



m 2 ro 2



where



ri 2



2



l



ro4



ri 4



m = mass [kg] ro = outer radius [m] ri = inner radius [m] l = length [m] = density [kg/m3]



Point mass The inertia of point mass is JS



mR 2



where



m = mass [kg] R = distance of load to center of table [m]
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ASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS 

Speed 1 0,574. Speed 2 0,677. Speed 3 0,809. Speed 4 1,000. Speed 5 1,236. Speed 6 1,476. Speed 7 1,742. Usable Dimensions 1/2" x 1/8" or 1/2" x 3/32".
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1. Specification 

pin 6 : 2.8V. CONTINUS TX ON. CONDITION. MS TX level 19. CH : 62. RBW : 100KHz. VBW : 100KHz. SPAN : 10MHz. REF LEV. : 10dBm. ATT. : 20dB. UCD200.
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Characteristics:Openning size 13mm*13mm,1m leading wire, standard Î¦3.5 three-core plug output. voltage output type. Purposeï¼šUsed for current measurement ...
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This specification describes the requirements of the lithium iron rechargeable ... constant voltage until the charge current â‰¤ ... Measure the internal resistance with 1 kHz .... Do not use or leave the battery near a heat source as fire or heater.
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ATX Specification 

Section 3.2 âˆ’ Changed the optional mounting hole to a required hole in ..... supply that is specially optimized for ATX, it is possible to reduce cooling costs and lower ... Shorter assembly time ..... Figure 3: Sample ATX/Mini-ATX Layout Diagram.
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Introduction System Requirements 

The application you are installing requires the Microsoft .NET framework version 3.5 to run. You can download the Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 SP1 package ...
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Bit Torrent Specification Bittorrent Protocol Specification v1.0 

May 29, 2004 - peer v/s client: In this document, a peer is any BitTorrent client participating in a download. The client is also a peer, however it is the BitTorrent ...
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Gathering Requirements with UML 

vide you with the information you'll need to develop the requirements document. Domain Experts ... Be firm; excluding the actual users is not a viable option.
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PVTC Technical Requirements 

Total bandwidth must support 25 kbps Down/10 kbps Up for each Delivery workstation. Windows XP Professional (32 bit) with Service Pack 3, NTFS file system.
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ATX Specification 

cards. The longer side of the board is used to host more on-board I/O. Table 1 ..... the expansion slots using a right angle header may be acceptable, provided.
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Issues in Requirements Elicitation 

It is published in the interest of scientific and technical information exchange. .... [Congress 90]. The DoD Software Technology Plan [DoD 91] states that â€œearly defect fixes are ..... doing business .... completely foreign to another. This makes 
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Position Specification 

risk management (including business continuity and compliance), and quality improvement. The. CIO sets policies in collaboration with other executives as ...
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